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Winner’s
Circle
Sixty Years and Counting for
CA Dealer Harris Office Products
It’s time to ice up the champagne in Van Nuys, California, as Richard Zelden
and his team at Harris Office Products celebrate their dealership’s 60th year of
service to the local business community.
The company was founded by Joe Harris in 1955 and Richard’s father, Ken,
bought the business in 1977.
Richard himself started working there in high school. He has been full time
since the early 90s and is the current owner, though, he says, Ken is still very
much involved in the business, along with several other family members.
Today, Harris is some 30 hard-working industry professionals strong, who operate out of a 20,000 sq. ft. distribution facility and who offer a product mix that
includes jan-san, coffee and breakroom, printing and stamps and ad specialties, in addition to the more traditional office supplies and furniture assortment.
The dealership has enjoyed “a good run” over the past few years, Richard reports, and he and his team are looking forward to more of the same this year.
Congratulations to yet another outstanding independent who’s providing compelling proof there’s still plenty of room for a well-run, family-owned and operated businesses in the office products space. And here’s to the next 60 years!

Houston Dealer Launches New Venture
to Help Combat Human Trafficking
Just about every independent in the country gives back to his or her local
community one way or another but few do it on quite the same scale as Simon
Lee at EIS Office Solutions in Houston.
Since opening for business in 2004, Simon has donated 50% of his dealership’s profits to various local, national and international charities.
Now, he is taking his good works to a new level through Secor.cc, a new company that began operations in January to sell ink and toner cartridges online.
This time, fully 100% of all profit will be donated and while several organizations will benefit, they will all share a common goal: to eliminate human sex
trafficking around the world.
CONTINUED on page 4 >>
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EDITORIAL

Hard to Believe...
But this month’s issue of INDEPENDENT DEALER
is, amazingly, Number One Hundred!
When our first issue rolled out exactly eight years
and four months ago, it was based on a simple
premise: There was a great story to tell about today’s independent office products dealers and
their ability to succeed against competition with
much deeper financial pockets and marketing
muscle and a political and economic environment
that challenged just about any small business on
multiple levels.
It’s been our privilege—and a lot of fun into the
bargain—to tell that story, as we’ve chronicled the
exploits of a remarkable group of entrepreneurs
who are driven by a unique combination of fiercely competitive juices, an equally strong dedication
to personal service and relationship-building and
a commitment to giving back to their community
in some amazingly generous and innovative ways.
The past eight years or so of INDEPENDENT
DEALER have been very much a team effort and
thanks are due to all those whose hard work and
support have made it possible.
We have been fortunate to work with the same
designer at Associates P&D, Inc. from Day One
and her contribution to the publication has been
enormous. Similarly, our equally long-serving
team of reporters and columnists have kept us
focused on key industry issues and concerns
and provided readers with valuable perspectives
and guidance. Thanks, too, go to our partners at
OPMA who make sure the issue goes out on time
each month.
Most of all, though, thanks for the past 100 issues are due to the two most important groups of
people: the advertisers whose support makes the
whole effort possible and the dealers who read
the publication and who never fail to give us good
things to write about.
We don’t know if we’ve got the ability to spend
another 100 issues telling that story but we’re going to give it a try. Meanwhile, thanks to all our
readers, advertisers and team members for what
has been a truly wonderful ride!
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Supporting the entrepreneurial spirit

TECHNOLOGY THAT
EMPOWERS YOUR
BUSINESS.

Red Falcon | New business system with integrated e-commerce!
OfficeShopper | New mobile shopping app!
FMAudit | Complete solution for managed print services!
Acsellerate Profitability Manager
Automatically identify more profitable substitute items
to sell to your customers!

Mike Evert, Perimeter Office,
customer since 2007

866.374.3221

www.ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of eCommerce Industries, Inc.

info@ecisolutions.com
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The seeds of Secor.cc were planted two years ago, when Simon
took an unusual tour of the city he calls home. “The van took us
to different spots in Houston where brothels were located and
for the first time in my life, I saw the devastation of human sex
trafficking in our own city,” he recalls.
After a sleepless night and prayer for guidance on how he might
best respond, the idea of Secor.cc was born as a way to use his
business as a platform to free girls all over the world.
The effort is still in its very early days but, Simon reports, initial
response has been very encouraging. “We’ve been getting a lot
of orders from companies nationwide and the non-profits we are
partnering with as donation recipients are doing a great job of
helping us get the word out,” he says.
As the Secor.cc website proclaims, It’s a simple idea—buy ink,
end human trafficking—but Simon has no illusions about the
enormity of the work involved. Also, though, he is totally convinced he’s doing what he’s meant to be doing. “There’s an estimated 800,000 women and children who are trafficked across
international borders every year and through Secor.cc, we and
our customers can help save at least some of them,” he says.

The rebranding brings with it a new logo, tagline— “Ideas to
power your business”—and visual identity and is the result of an
18-month planning and execution process.
At the same time, the company is in the middle of a year-long
celebration of its 50th anniversary, with an ambitious schedule of
special events with customers, suppliers and employees across
the markets it serves throughout 2015.
Mac Papers started out as a local paper merchant serving the
Jacksonville market. Today, it operates as a major industrial distributor, with 22 distribution centers and 18 stores across nine
Southeastern states.
Office products is a relatively new addition to the mix and represents less than 10%of the company’s total volume, reports office products director Wayne Dennis. It’s still significant dollars
and a growing part of the business, as is the company’s facility
supplies segment.

Fraga Family of Tejas Office Products to Be
Honored for Public Service

FL Paper Merchant Mac Papers Marks
50th Anniversary with Rebranding Effort

It’s been a busy few months for Jacksonville, Florida-based
Mac Papers. Last month, the company unveiled a new brand
designed to reflect its position as a distribution partner for its
customers offering four lines of business: paper and print, packaging, facility supplies and office products.
“This is an unprecedented time for Mac Papers,” said Sutton
McGehee, chairman and CEO of Mac Papers. “We used to say,
‘Paper is all we do,’ but that is no longer the case…While our
new brand stays true to the values and service that remain central to the company, it’s time to tell a new story about what Mac
Papers is today.”

Later this month, on April 29 to be precise, the Fraga family,
owners and operators of Tejas Office Products in Houston since
1962, will be honored by the American Leadership Forum (ALF)
with a special ALF Public Service Award.
Two generations of the Fraga family, including Felix, Lupe, Bolivar and Stephen, all ALF Senior Fellows, will accept the ALF
Public Service award on behalf of the family.
We simply don’t have space to list all the awards Tejas and Fraga
family members have received over the years for their community
involvement. They include recognition as Houston’s Small Business of the Year, U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Small
Business of the Year, City of Houston MBE, and many more. A
CONTINUED on page 6 >>
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PAPER because
it’s another way to buy local.

Local businesses and communities thrive when they support each other. It’s how the
paper industry currently supports over 377,000 manufacturing jobs in North America alone.
To help local businesses and communities in your area grow, ask for paper products made
in North America. To learn more, visit PAPERbecause.com.
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more complete listing can be found on their website at www.
tejasoffice.com/thmTejAwards.aspx.
“The entire Fraga family inspires those around them to be the
best they can be and encourages others to work together to
make the world and Houston a better place,” said ALF president

Dan Snare,
Our congratulations to the Fraga family and one more business
that has provided for many years compelling evidence that when
it comes to giving back and providing community leadership, nobody does it better than today’s independents!

MT Dealer 360 Office Solutions Makes Major Pledge to Support Local Education

For Craig Bartholomew and his team at 360 Office Solutions in Billings, Montana, the education market has been an important part of
the business pretty much from Day One. And the dealership has a long tradition of not just meeting the workplace needs of the local
education community but also of supporting it with an ongoing program of good deeds and fundraising.
The latest example of 360’s generosity: a $30,000 pledge, to be paid out over the next three years, to help improve STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math) instruction in local elementary schools.
CONTINUED on page 8 >>
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When It's No Ordinary Event,
Make It Extraordinary.
For the next trade show, sales meeting or seminar, customize your business materials
with your own unique message. With a variety of specialty labels, cards and free
easy-to-use templates, Avery makes it simple to create a memorable, polished event.

Act Now! Avery’s Q2 Promotion that
includes a Consumer Gift with Purchase
Offer—$25 Subway® Card. Contact your
Avery Sales Representative.
© 2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of
Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance
to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental. SUBWAY® is a registered trademark of Doctor's Associates, Inc. and is not a
sponsor or co-sponsor of this promotion. Please visit www.mysubwaycard.com for complete SUBWAY® Card terms and conditions.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support at

avery.com
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“Some 70% of all jobs today have some kind of STEM-related
dimension and that number is going to reach 100% over the next
five years,” says Craig. “We need to provide a solid foundation
for future students early in their careers if as a community we’re
going to continue to have the kind of workers we need to be
competitive in a global economy.”
Craig and his team feel so strongly about this that in addition
to their own contribution, they are also actively soliciting further
support from other members of the local business community.

who also currently serves as chairman of the board of his local
state college. “We value the work of our educators because what
they do directly helps our local workforce that we all depend on.”

Rebranding for AZ and
TX Dealer IQ Office Products

“All of us have a responsibility to give back to make our community as a whole better,” says Craig. “Even if we weren’t involved in
the education market as a dealership, this is the right thing to do.”

Ernie Morris Enterprises Honors Local
Teachers with Special Awards Program
It’s a big month for Ryan Puccinelli and his team at IQ Office
Products in Phoenix and Houston. Just eight fast-moving years
after they first opened for business, the dealership this month is
rolling out a comprehensive rebrand.
It’s goodbye to IQ Office Products and hello to IQ Total Source,
with a new logo, tagline—Smart Solutions Made Easy—and
messaging that highlights the dealership’s status as a one-stop
resource for an increasingly broad range of office needs and
consulting expertise to help customers eliminate purchasing inefficiencies.

In Bushnell, Florida, there’s another independent with an equally
strong commitment to supporting local education.
For nearly 15 years, Ernie Morris Enterprises has sponsored a
special “Teachers of the Year” awards program in partnership
with the HON Company and the local school district and its fundraising arm.
It’s not exactly a modest program. There are 46 different schools
involved. Each one nominates a teacher for special recognition
and each nominee receives a chair courtesy of Ernie Morris and
HON. Plus, there’s a separate “Rookie Teacher of the Year” program that provides similar support.
Do the math for yourself and you’ll see that’s a major financial
commitment but, says vice president Tim Morris, it is money very
well spent.
“Ernie Morris has been committed to giving back to the community from the day we opened for business in 1968,” says Tim,
APRIL 2015

“IQ has evolved to the point where it no longer is just an office
products company,” explains Ryan. “Over 30% of our business
today comes from jan-san and we also have separate printing
and apparel and promotional products divisions. Our new brand
is designed to position IQ for the future and make a clear statement about the full range of products and services we offer.”
A central element of the new messaging is implementation of
what the dealership calls the SurePath System, its special name
for a consultative sales approach that aims to consolidate vendors, drive purchasing compliance and generate cost savings for
customers.
If the IQ team do all that with the same energy and commitment
they brought to the rebranding effort, they should be in good
shape. Once the initial decision was made to rebrand, the whole
process, says Ryan, took little more than three months.
Moving that fast is nothing new for IQ. The dealership has been
on a growth track for a while now, making the Inc. 5000 list three
years in a row and posting 30% annual sales gains, Ryan reports.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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P RO FE SS IO NAL P OWER SOLUTI ON S

GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT

QUALITY, RELIABILITY,

TRUSTED POWER
Duracell® batteries last longer and deliver better
quality than the competition. This has helped make
Duracell the market leader with a 56% share.
Stock your customers with Duracell Professional, and
give them the quality and reliable power they want.

Source: Kline & Company, The U.S. Professional Market for Batteries: 2014, March 2015.

Visit www.DuracellTraining.com/Sell
or call 877-277-6235 to request a FREE Duracell
Professional Market Insights Report, and learn more
about why Duracell is the leader in Trusted Power.

44%

Duracell

56%

Competition

in memoriam:
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JW Perry

JW Perry, whose career in the office products industry spanned over 30 years, died March 19. He
was 83.
Mr. Perry began his industry career in 1962 with the purchase of Miller Printing in Temple, Texas.
American Printing Company was purchased in 1966 and expanded to include office products and
furniture. In 1988, the printing division (American Printing) of his business was sold and the remainder continued as Perry Office Products.
He served on the State Board of Directors of the Printing Industries of Texas, and was a past president of the Waco/Temple Chapter of the organization. He was also a member and past officer of
the National Office Products Association. Perry Office Products was sold in 1994.
Mr. Perry also dedicated many years of his career to public service, serving the city of Temple as
its mayor for three terms from 1992-1998.
 e is survived by his wife of 58 plus years, Ruth Perry of Temple, his daughter and son-in-law, PauH
la and Rick Thompson of Coppell, Texas, and his grandchildren, Megan and Michael Thompson,
also of Coppell.

In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to First United Methodist Church, the Passing the Torch Fund, at PO Box 773, Temple,
Texas, 76503 or to the charity of your choice.
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» Our ThinkTank program takes networking to a new level with monthly conference
calls of non-competing dealers addressing common issues and solutions with the
help of a professional business coach moderator

» TriMega events such as EPIC 2015 (Oct 6-8 in Las Vegas), our new Town Hall Forums
and our One-on-One meetings all focus on peer-to-peer idea exchange and networking

» Many TriMega members get questions answered, solicit opinions and engage in
productive discussions on our website message board and LinkedIn group

“

“

That’s right, as a TriMega member, you’ve got valuable opportunities to tap into bestpractices and ideas from other successful dealers just like you! Here are just some of
the ways two heads are better than one at TriMega:

Meet
TriMega’s
Meg!

I’ve participated in TriMega’s ThinkTank
and find it very beneficial to discuss
openly and confidentially, issues that
are important to the growth of our
business. Gaining insight from other
dealers as to their successes and
challenges has been of great value
to me and our entire organization.
Thomas Jordan

Proud TriMega member since ‘00

» Newly launched member-led Networking Forums will provide target opportunities for
relationship building, problem solving and best practices learning for members

Herald Office Supply
Dillon, SC

Get industry-leading rebates, lower your cost-of-goods, take advantage of these
networking opportunities, and more - become a TriMega member today!

Join TriMega and get 2 Months FREE Dues!
Offer expires April 30, 2015

Questions or for more info, call 1-847-627-4182 or email mschmidt@trimega.org.

SECRETS OF SUCCESS

Office Express Supply, Inc.

The Office Express Supply management
team (l. to r.): Danny Fuentes, Blanca
Garcia and Randy Garcia.

When you start an office products dealership in a market where Office Depot is
opening stores like there’s no tomorrow
and when a major financial crisis is driving the entire country into recession, you
would not be blamed for defining success
simply in terms of surviving.

business provides much of the answer.
Family themselves, they worked hard to
instill a family-oriented culture throughout
the dealership, while stressing the importance of superior customer service as a
key differentiator from their big box competitors.

But Randy Garcia and his team at Office
Express Supply in Hialeah, Florida, have
done a whole lot more than merely survive,
despite facing all that and more in their first
few years of operations.

They also brought a willingness to invest
in the business, particularly on the technology front. Randy is not afraid to spend to
insure a compelling online presence and
all the outside sales reps have their own
iPads, for example.

Randy, his wife Blanca and father-in-law
Thomas Fuentes got their start in office
products back in 1988, with a $30,000
investment and the customer base of a
struggling dealership that was on the brink
of closing. Just under one year later, Blanca’s brother, Danny Fuentes, joined the
team and together, the four of them got to
work.
Their timing, perhaps, could have been
better. Office Depot was in full roll-out
mode in Florida and the savings and loan
crisis was just around the corner.
But where others might have seen failure,
the team at Office Express Supply saw opportunity. Some 25 years later, their business is strong and growing, with nearly 40
hard-working industry professionals operating out of a 25,000 sq. ft. distribution
facility.

Just how did they do all that?
Not surprisingly, the people side of the
APRIL 2015

Also key is the dealership’s ongoing guerilla marketing. “Obviously, we don’t have
the kind of advertising budgets that a Staples or Office Depot does, so we have to

n Key people: Randy Garcia, CEO and
VP of sales and marketing; Blanca
Garcia, CFO; Danny Fuentes, COO;
Alex Orihuela, IT director
n Product mix: Office supplies, office
furniture, jan-san, coffee
n Founded: 1988
n Employees: 37
n Business partners: Independent
Stationers, United Stationers,
Lagasse, S.P. Richards, OF-USA,
GOPD, NetSuite
n Online Supplies Sales: 80%
n Web: www.xpressbuy.com
INDEPENDENT DEALER

find other ways to get our name out into
the market,” explains Randy.
That translates into regular wine tastings
at the dealership’s showrooms, partnering
with the U.S. Marine Corp on their annual Toys for Tots effort and organizing food
drives for Thanksgiving.
It also has led to a much more diversified
product mix. Under Danny’s leadership,
furniture has become a big part of the
business over the past ten years. Jan-san
products, which two years ago accounted for less than 5% of sales, are closer to
20% and growing.
And a focused new business development
effort has kept sales strong in recent years,
even as existing customers were laying off
employees and cutting back on purchases.
The team of four that first turned on the
lights at Office Express Supply some 25
years ago has come a long way since
then but, Randy makes it clear, even more
changes lie ahead, with more product diversification and continuing investments in
technology.
No doubt, too, new and unexpected challenges will also figure in the dealership’s
future. But one thing Randy Garcia and the
rest of the team at Office Express Supply
have proved over the years is that they
know how to respond to business challenges and turn them into new opportunities. They’ve done it plenty of times before
and no doubt, they will do it again in the
future.
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UNIQUE

AS YOU

Make your mark with personalized stamps

Self-inking 2000 PLUS® stamps deliver amazing personalization potential:
• Transparent base for perfect image alignment
• One touch stamping; just press and print
• Handles infused with Microban to protect against bacteria
• Six sizes to choose from:
- Printer 20, 30, 40 available NOW
- Printer 10, 50, 60 available May 2015
• A standard card (shown at left) is included, or you can go to my2000plus.com
to personalize your ImageCard™. See the video at http://bit.ly/2000PLUS to
get inspired!
Visit us at www.navitor.com/a/stamps or call 866.628.6868 for more
information on how Navitor can help create custom stamps and much more!

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

IndustryNEWS
Focus
at AOPD
Meeting is
on Group’s
Growth,
Succession
Plan
Current AOPD executive
director Bud Mundt (l) and his
successor Mark Leazer, who
will take over next January.

Independent dealers are building share in
the national and regional accounts market
and the next few years offer new growth
opportunities on a grand scale.
That was the message that came through
loud and clear last month from the American Office Products Distributors dealer
network (AOPD) at its 37th annual meeting
in Huntington Beach, California.
At the meeting, AOPD president Pat
Crowley of Innovative Office Solutions
reviewed the group’s 2014 performance
and outlined its plans for the future.

“Last year was a phenomenal year with
revenue growth coming in at 13% ahead
of 2013,” Crowley reported.
He said AOPD added 55 new contracts in
2014, bring the total number of national
and regional account contracts served by

AOPD members to some 360.
Notable among the group’s current contract mix was the Premier healthcare
Group Purchasing Organization contract,
up 47% over the previous year, and its
contract with the National Cooperative
CONTINUED on page 16 >>
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sneak a peek at the
new boardwalk
Your go-to value brand for professional cleaning and food service supplies is about to get even better.
Watch for a fresh new look and even more products to roll out over the next year. Boardwalk is
everywhere you need it, so you can do more across the board and do it for less.

get more. save more. do more.
• Cleaning & Janitorial
• Facility Maintenance
• Food Service Disposables
• Towel, Tissues & Dispensers
• Skin Care & Personal Hygiene
• Floor & Carpet Care

Learn how you can do more across the board at www.boardwalklabel.com
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Purchasing Association (NCPA), up 175%, Crowley reported.
In addition, he said AOPD’s contract under the federal government’s FSSI OS3 contract offered “phenomenal public sector
opportunity.”
He said AOPD members posted a 25% increase in FSSI business in 2014 and said FSSI has the potential for $8-10 million or
more in revenue for the current year.
“AOPD is well positioned to participate in FSSI through our dealer network and I’m confident that we’re going to see tremendous
growth in that particular segment,” Crowley told the group.
Also at the meeting, current AOPD executive director Bud Mundt
announced he will be retiring from that position at the end of the
year. Mark Leazer, currently director of sales technology at AOPD
member dealer FSIoffice, will succeed Mundt as executive director, effective January 1, 2016.
Since becoming AOPD executive director in 2004, Mundt has
played a key role in the organization’s growth, taking it from 88
contracts when he came on board to its current base of 360 and
helping to post a total sales increase during that time of over
675%.

“Bud has done a fantastic job these past 11 years and I’m looking forward to working with him, the AOPD staff and board, our
dealers and our business partners as we build upon the success
of this past decade,” Leazer commented.
“We are entering what could be a time of unprecedented opportunity for independents for national and regional accounts and
given the current environment of cooperation and collaboration
among dealer groups, there is tremendous potential for growth
for the independent dealer channel,” he added.
At the meeting, AOPD members elected its board for directors
for the coming year. They are: president—Frank L. Fera, Bulldog
Office Products; chairman of the board—Pat Crowley, Innovative
Office Solutions; vice president—Bill Jones, The Office City; treasurer—Gordon Pepper, Ritter’s Office Outfitters.
Also, secretary—Joe Breczka, Eaton Office Supply; director—
Mark Leazer, FSIoffice, and director—Wayne Stillwagon, Miller’s
Supplies at Work.
In addition, AOPD honored Kim Leazer of FSI Office as its dealer
of the year and Barry Lane of Avery as business partner of the
CONTINUED on page 18 >>

Equil® SMARTPEN 2 digitally captures your notes and sketches.
It’s almost too easy. Now you can make notes and drawings on any paper, then instantly transfer
them to your computer, tablet or smartphone. SMARTPEN 2 is a technology-enabled pen that
uses real ink so you can express your ideas naturally. Edit, enhance, organize and share them
with friends and colleagues via e-mail, social media, iCloud®, Dropbox™ or Evernote®.
• Exports to any Android™, iOS, Mac® or Windows® device
SMARTPEN 2

• Handwriting recognition converts notes to editable text
• Pressure-sensitive to capture all nuances in sketches
• Free Equil Notes and Equil Sketch apps included

See how it works at
Smead.com/SP2

122

Receiver

Equil Sketch app
lets you modify
sketches onscreen

Charging Cradle
Equil Note app
translates your notes
to editable text

© 2015 The Smead Manufacturing Company ® Equil is a registered trademark of Luidia, Inc. ® Evernote is a registered trademark of Evernote Corporation ® iCloud and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. ® Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation ™ Android is a trademark of Google, Inc. ™ Dropbox is a trademark of Dropbox, Inc., Corporation Delaware
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Get Mobilized With

OP Revelation

TM

Itʼs a fact. The work force is aging and is being replenished by millennials. It
is more important than ever to enable your customers to interact with your
company by using their smartphones and tablets. BMI has taken the same
power and ease of use that our e-commerce site is famous for and extended
that to Iphone/Android Smartphones and Tablet devices. Donʼt lose
business to the Power Channel because your e-commerce site is not
mobile/smartphone ready.
Visit us on the web at http://www.bmiusa.com/office-products-distributionsoftware or call us today, toll free, for a free consultation at 888-580-8382,
X206.
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year in recognition of their support for AOPD and the independent dealer community.
Also last month, AOPD announced the addition of GOJO Industries as a new business partner and the appointment of GOJO
commercial sales director Bill Cardone to AOPD’s Business Partner Advisory Council.

ITC Votes to Move Forward with Paper Anti-Dumping
Case, Decision on Duties Due in June
The International Trade Commission (ITC) announced last month
it has determined there is “a reasonable indication” that the
U.S. paper industry has been hurt by uncoated paper imports
allegedly sold at less than fair market value and said it plans to
impose anti-dumping duties and possibly countervailing duties
on products from overseas paper mills. The commission voted
5-0 to continue the case, with one member abstaining.
The mills in question are believed to fall into two groups: China

and Indonesia, where the mills are alleged to be subsidized by
the governments in those countries, and Australia, Brazil and
Portugal.
Sources indicated the first group might possibly face both
anti-dumping and countervailing duties, while the second group
would possibly face anti-dumping duties only.
The ITC initially said its preliminary countervailing duty determination would be forthcoming on or about April 16, with its antidumping duty determination due on or about June 30. Subsequently, the agency said details on both categories of duties
would be released June 22.
The decision comes in response to a complaint filed by four domestic paper manufacturers and the United Steelworkers union.
Companies filing the complaint include Domtar, Packaging Corp.
of America, Finch Paper and P.H. Glatfelter Co.
The announcement introduces a new level of uncertainty to future paper prices after a period of relative stability.
“If the ITC does indeed impose duties on commodity grade papers,
there’s no question we will see prices increase, though how much
CONTINUED on page 20 >>

WHAT’S BEAUTIFUL ABOUT THIS FILE?
A huge boost to profits for your business from Phoenix.
Fire played rough with this Phoenix file, but its contents came
out unscathed and it put more profit in the dealer’s pocket.
Phoenix offers superior on-site records protection from fire,
water and theft at lower costs to dealers. Our competitive prices
create the higher margins you want without compromising the
features, toughness, style or quality your customers need.
Plus, we’re available to help you make fire protection an
easy upsell — building profits and customers’ trust.

The file may look rough. But increased sales margins
from Phoenix always look great.

(clockwise from top)

SAFE INTERNATIONAL, LLC

Jeff McQueen
Janet Pape
Penny Cooper
Sharon Maish

800.636.0778 | www.phoenixsafeusa.com
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The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trade mark and product of KiSP, Inc.

Now they see it. Now you sell it.
It’s easier to sell more office furniture when you can show more office furniture.
With The KITS collaborator™ and your iPad you can show your customers a huge range of furniture with instant access to all the current
furniture catalogs from your favorite manufacturers - desks, chairs, tables and complete furniture systems. Using your iPad you can quickly
present your ideas, add and remove items easily and intuitively and then save your selections. Everything is fully rendered with stunning
photo-realism. Priced, itemized and ready to share with your customer.

Request a web demonstration right now >

Buy it Today!
Simply call or contact our sales department.
Set up takes about 3 minutes and you’re
ready to go.
416 499 2457 ext. 2720
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will depend on the kind of duties they impose,” contended Mike
Foster, director of merchandising for Independent Stationers.
Office Partners president and CEO Jim Hebert stressed forecasting prices in the paper business is always a hazardous undertaking with many pieces in the puzzle and a high degree of
uncertainly.
TriMega EVP of purchasing Greg Fish offered a more detailed
forecast. Fish told TriMega members early indications suggest
cost of goods sold on copy paper could increase by as much as
12-16%, depending on the dealer’s mix of domestic and imported copy paper.
He said the increase could possibly be even higher, depending
on the level of duties finally imposed on imports by the ITC, and
how aggressively domestic mills move to eliminate discounts,
though he also contended overall soft demand for copy paper
will likely hold further increases in check.
Meanwhile, unconfirmed reports indicated some Asian mills have

told U.S. customers they will refuse to pay any duties that might
be levied and simply stop shipping to the U.S. in response.

ECi Integrates Private Supply Network with Ghent,
Integrates User and Device Data for MPS System
Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions last month
announced a new integration of its Private Supply Network (PSN)
with Ghent, manufacturers of visual communication solutions
such as whiteboards, dry erase boards, bulletin boards as well
as signage and display items.
The integration provides a new work flow for independent dealers who use ECi DDMS software to purchase directly from Ghent,
ECi said.
“We’re all moving to a ‘one-click’ world to make things easier,”

CONTINUED on page 22 >>

Join the Association That Protects
Your Future - NOPA
Members of the National Office Products
Alliance (NOPA) receive countless benefits,
including access to:
Representation on legislative & regulatory affairs
Scholarship programs
On-going education via webinars, industry-specific information
mb Member communications
Life & LTD insurance
Financing solutions
Recruitment services

Find out more today by visiting:
www.iopfda.org
or by calling: (410) 931-8100

And, much more.
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said Janet Collins, president of GMi Companies, Ghent’s parent
organization. “The ECi PSN integration is one way we’re removing barriers and getting incredible products to our customers
more quickly.”

improve user workflow efficiency.
Dealers will have the ability to migrate print volumes to printers
identified as having a lower cost per page, resulting in increased
profitability for dealers and savings for customers, ECi said.

Resellers using ECi DDMS software will be able to download the
Ghent master catalog, automatically update pricing, view stock
availability in real time when a customer submits an order and
transmit purchase orders directly to Ghent, ECi said.
Separately, ECI announced the integration of user data information from Print Control Software’s ROI Print Manager product
with its FMAudit Central version 4.0 platform.
ROI Print Manager allows the capturing of the “who, what, when
and where” of end-user printing. By overlapping with the meter,
service and supply information available in FMAudit and viewing
everything in FMAudit Central, dealers will be able to deliver a
higher level of customer service, streamline processes and increase their revenue, ECi said.
ECi said combining user-level print management with printer device data collection software results in a robust solution that will
assist dealers in the creation of an action plan to address and

IBA Partners With Office Trax
Dispatch Management Solution
Dealer technology provider Innovative Business Associates (IBA)
has announced a new partnership with Office Trax, a cloudbased, real-time dispatch management solution, with route sequence optimization, GPS tracking and complete mobile device
functionality.
The integration will allow IBA dealers to upload customer orders
directly from their backend system to the Office Trax dispatch
management solution, IBA said.
CONTINUED on page 23 >>
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EDspaces Now Accepting Applications
for End User Attendees

up to three nights at an official EDspaces host hotel and full conference registration.

If do any business in the education market at any level, you might
want to let your key customers know about a special program
that offers them a travel grant to attend the 2015 EDspaces Conference & Expo later this year.
Set for October 28-30 in New Orleans, EDspaces is the education industry’s major international Conference & Expo for professionals who design, equip and manage creative learning environments.
Now in its fifth year, the purpose of the Educational Facility Grant
Program is to enable school and college facility planners, administrators and business/purchasing officials to attend the event.
Last year’s program awarded 99 travel grants to 74 school districts and colleges including 66 school districts, 5 colleges/universities, and 3 community colleges. The program delivered buyers with almost $11 billion in current construction projects to the
exhibit floor.

For more information and to access the grant application, visit
www.ed-spaces.com/grants. Registration for the event will open
the first week of May.

Acquisition for Avery
CCL Industries, parent company of Avery, announced last month
it has acquired pc/nametag Inc. and Meetings Direct, LLC.
The two companies, based near Madison, Wisconsin, are privately owned with common shareholders and supply name badges
and meeting registration supplies to professional meeting planners and distributors of promotional material in North America.
2014 sales were $36 million, with an adjusted EBITDA of approximately $6.3 million for the combined entities, CCL said.

The Grant Award package includes hotel accommodations for
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Bmi

New Upgrades and
Enhancements Primed to
Take Dealer Technology to
the Next Level
Since first opening for business in 1987,
BMI has worked exclusively with distributors. In 2006 they released their first version of BMI OP Revelation for the reseller
community. There have been three major
upgrades to date, with a fourth version
on its way.
During the last eight years, BMI has
developed an enviable record of innovation and dependability when it comes to
creating enterprise-wide solutions to help
dealers increase profitability and secure
a superior return on their technology
investment.
A key partner for Microsoft, BMI today
offers state-of-the-art expertise in supply
chain management, enterprise resource
planning, distribution and e-commerce
and, says BMI president Larry Schiff, the
best is very much yet to come.
Over the next twelve months, Schiff
reports, BMI will be implementing major
new upgrades and enhancements to its
back office ERP program and web storefront that will give dealers the tools they
need to compete against the national
chains and giant e-tailers. This version
will incorporate not only new features,
but also the latest in technology, he says.
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“If you’re a mid to large independent, it
really is a whole new ballgame from a
software perspective,” Schiff contends.
“At BMI, we’re committed to doing all we
can to help dealers make the most of all
the changes.”

“The latest version will really take our
product to a whole new level,” says
Schiff proudly. “It comes with over 100
new features and functional enhancements that span both e-commerce and
back office dealer needs.”

Cornerstone of that effort is a comprehensive upgrade to BMI’s OP software
that will incorporate powerful new
features and functionality, most notably,
deployment of Microsoft’s Role-Tailored
Client interface that will allow individual
users to customize the screens they see
based on their job responsibilities.

In addition, he says, it will offer the
ability to run back office functionality in
a web browser or on a mobile device,
depending on the dealer’s needs and
preferences.

The new interface will mean easier navigation for users, a faster learning curve
and an overall increase in worker productivity and effectiveness, says Schiff.
The new version of the BMI software will
also use the latest versions of Microsoft
Windows Server, SQL Server and Visual
Studio, to make it much easier for dealers to interface with third-party software
and offerings from other service partners
such as Jump Technologies.
Also new: enhancements that will allow
dealers to take greater advantage of
specific web and back office functionality
from industry wholesalers S.P. Richards
and United Stationers.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

BMI is using Microsoft NAV (formally
Navision) architecture, along with BMI’s
recently released mobile/smartphone
e-commerce site and, says Schiff, the result is a technology offering that’s at least
as good as anything the national chains
and online players can offer.
“This is a time of tremendous opportunities for independents on many levels, but
they need the right technology resources
if they are to take full advantage of those
opportunities,” says Schiff. “At BMI, we
are committed to working with dealers
and industry wholesalers to insure those
resources are available to the dealer
community today and for many years to
come.”
Visit www.bmiusa.com for more
information.
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The purchase price of approximately $37
million includes the acquisition of an associated office, light manufacturing and
distribution facility occupied by the entities.
The new business will continue to trade as
pc/nametag® and Meetings Direct® and
report within CCL’s Avery Segment.
Geoffrey T. Martin, president and CEO of
CCL Industries, commented, “Nick Topitzes, the founder and principal shareholder
of pc/nametag and Meetings Direct, built
a great business creating and developing
many of the products used by the meeting
planner industry. Their portfolio of customized and stock printed name badges
and holders, badge ribbons, lanyards and
wristbands combined with template software solutions make them a leader in this
market.
“We are very pleased Nick chose us as

a legacy home for the business that he
founded and welcome both him and his
management team, who will report to Jim
Sellors, president of Avery North America.”

Pentel of America Taps New
President
Pentel of America, which this year celebrates its 50th anniversary, has announced its current COO, Chotaro “Joe”
Koumi, is taking over as president of the
company, effective immediately. He will
also be in charge of Pentel’s manufacturing facility in Mexico.
Koumi has held numerous positions within the global Pentel organization and was
previously in the Strategic Planning Department in Japan prior to his return to

America two years ago as COO.
Current president, Tomokazu Takahashi,
will be returning to Japan after two years
in the U.S. He will be assuming the role
of strategic planning director at Pentel’s
world headquarters in Tokyo.

Navitor Announces the Addition of
New 2000 PLUS Stamp Features
Wholesale printer and identity products
manufacturer Navitor last month announced the addition of new features
to its 2000 PLUS line of personalized
self-inking stamps.
Navitor’s selection of new 2000 PLUS®
Standard Printer Series stamps will include a clear base which allows for more
accurate impression placement as well
CONTINUED on page 26 >>
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as the ability to personalize the stamp
and give it a unique appearance with new
ImageCards.

line, including five available ink colors, six
available impression sizes and built in Microban antimicrobial protection.
Visit www.navitor.com for more informtion.

Clover Creates Single Marketing
Umbrella for All Its Brands

Each stamp will ship with an invitation to
an image design studio on the 2000 PLUS
website (www.my2000plus.com). This site
includes free ImageCard templates that
can be designed and printed from home.
The new features come alongside the existing features of the 2000 PLUS stamp
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Clover, parent company of MSE, West
Point Products, Dataproducts, Axess
Managed Print Services and other brands,
last month announced the creation of Clover Imaging Group, to provide a single
marketing platform for the company.
“The introduction of the Clover Imaging
Group will enable us to deliver to the customers of all our companies the products
and solutions that best meet their needs

INDEPENDENT DEALER

and the needs of their customers under
one umbrella,“ noted Luke Goldberg,
global senior vice president of sales and
marketing.

Parts Now Announces One-Year
Warranty on All Refurbished
Service Parts
Printer service parts provider Parts Now
last month announced a new program
for remanufactured printer service parts,
including fusers and maintenance kits by
which it is increasing the warranty period
from six months to one year.
The new program started with products
purchased on or after March 9. Customers with questions should contact their
Parts Now sales representative for details.
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NOPA Submits Testimony on the Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
NOPA’s efforts to ensure that small businesses in the office products industry
have fair, ongoing access to opportunities
in the federal market took a major step
forward last month, when NOPA president
Rod Manson submitted testimony on the
Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI)
to the U.S. House of Representatives’
Committee on Small Business, Subcommittee on Contracting & Workforce.
“First and foremost, NOPA is greatly concerned about the abrupt and widespread
impact on small businesses in our industry due to the General Services Administration’s (GSA) implementation of the
current FSSI program for office supplies,”
Manson wrote in his testimony.
“We acknowledge that the FSSI program
has generated new opportunities for some
small businesses in our industry, including some of our very capable members.
At the same time,” he added, “there are
many other members who invested with
government encouragement to obtain
their own Schedule 75 contracts, only to
see their current opportunities eliminated
as a result of the near-mandatory, government-wide implementation of FSSI (or
contract bundling 2.0).”
“As an association, we have worked to
find the “middle ground” within our membership on this issue,” Manson added.
“We do not wish to impair the new opportunities of members who competed for
and were awarded FSSI blanket purchase
agreements (BPAs). At the same time, we
would be remiss if we did not highlight our
concerns about how FSSI has been implemented.”
Manson noted that, after monitoring FSSI
APRIL 2015

implementation of OS2 and seeing its
far-ranging impacts, the NOPA board of
directors urged GSA and the administration as a whole to issue a Statement of
Administration Policy (SAP) to clarify to
federal agencies what the office products industry had been told by GSA and
the administration just prior to the bid
process: That FSSI would be implemented on a non-mandatory basis, allowing
non-awarded GSA Schedule 75 holders
to continue to compete for federal business.
Since that time though, Manson pointed
out, FSSI volume and its share of total
federal spending on office supplies has
continued to grow as more and more major agencies issued guidance to buyers
that FSSI use was mandatory except in
unusual situations.
Given these events, Manson outlined the
steps that he and NOPA believe need to
be implemented to correct the issues surrounding FSSI:
1. T
 he issuance of a concise, clear
Statement of Administration Policy
(SAP) by the administration that
restores full competition within the
federal office products market to
help ensure a genuine choice of
government procurement vehicles
while helping the administration
achieve the overall budgetary
savings it hopes for from the FSSI
program.
2. Greater flexibility to permit
individual dealers with their own
GSA Schedules to participate in
FSSI as “consortia.” Consortia
should be subject to reasonable
INDEPENDENT DEALER

ground rules but this should not
mean they must give up their
rights to compete for non-FSSI
federal business opportunities
using their regular GSA schedule
contracts.
3. A direct, clear statement from
GSA for the industry noting that
the agency does not plan to
cancel or eliminate Schedule 75,
as indicated by GSA to industry
officials. In fact, the association is
urging GSA to reopen Schedule 75
so new small businesses can have
access to the government market.
4. The establishment of a separate
bid pool in which qualified dealer
consortia could compete for
multiple BPA awards in the FSSI
acquisition process to make this
type of solution widely available
and as competitive as possible.
“Ironically, this situation is occurring in a
commodity area where small businesses owned and operated by women, minorities, service-disabled veterans and
second- and third-generations of entrepreneurial families have been well represented and highly successful against
much larger national competitors,” Manson stated in his testimony.
“More competition—not less—is the solution and it can be readily restored by making the FSSI program truly one option,
rather than a mandatory or quasi-mandatory option, among those that have been
in place and working effectively for some
time.”
[READ] Manson’s complete testimony
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Office DepOt Matching gift
i Came to
City of Hope
BeCause
Without City of Hope’s
amazing and caring
doctors and nurses, we
could have lost John.
Bill Cloer,
patient family member

Steve Sakumoto
Vice President and General Manager Hewlett-Packard Company
2015 Spirit of Life® Honoree

Growing Strong: John Cloer (second from right) was just shy of his third birthday when he was diagnosed
with acute lymphocytic leukemia. Today, he is cancer-free and thriving. John’s dad, Bill Cloer, speaks to
thousands of City of Hope supporters each year about his family’s experiences. Among his messages:
great people. “You can have the best building, equipment and research,” he says, “but it means nothing
without the people.”

City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry continues to make a special impact
at City of Hope with the aim of curing cancer, diabetes and other serious diseases.
During the month of April, Office Depot will double your giving power by matching
online donations dollar for dollar up to $100,000.
To donate, go to cityofhope.org/officedepot and make sure to designate National
Business Products Council as your affiliate on the donation form.
With your help, we will transform the future of health.

Learn more or make your personal gift today at cityofhope.org/officedepot,

PHL23597

or call City of Hope at 866-905-HOPE.

Is GSA Pushing
Independents Out
of the Government
Market?
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

By now we all have an opinion one way or
the other about the General Service Administration’s (GSA) efforts to implement
Federal Strategic Sourcing (FSSI) on a near
mandatory basis. This issue has dominated the industry since 2010 and quite honestly, I do not see many positives to report
for the independent dealer community.

Vendors would need to include data on
unit of measure, quantity of items sold,
universal product codes, prices paid per
unit, and total price. In other words, GSA
wants to require you to provide them with
potentially sensitive data, so that they can
determine if you are selling the product to
the government at a fair price.

We will hear from GSA that they are doing everything in their power to support
small businesses. That statement to me is
like when Bill Clinton said, “It depends on
your definition of ‘is.’” Or when President
Obama said you could keep your doctor
under the Affordable Care Act.

To some this won’t be a big deal, but to
most it should be. For far too long GSA has
been putting more and more what I call unfunded mandates on vendors by requiring
the contract holder to collect and present
data to GSA.

In both of these instances, we are looking
at true statements, just like GSA’s statement is true. The problem with GSA is
they do not seem interested or willing to
work with industry on solutions to make
their programs stronger, more efficient and
more effective.
NOPA has worked tirelessly to try and create a true working relationship with GSA on
several issues and, as you will see by their
decisions, we have had limited success.
We are not alone in that regard. Just talk
to other industries and they will share with
you similar stories of their own efforts to
work with GSA.
Last month, GSA rolled out its latest effort
to push small businesses out of the federal marketplace when it issued a proposed
rule which, if implemented, would require
all vendors to report all government transactions, including the prices paid.

The reason for this push is so that GSA
doesn’t have to spend the money updating
their technology. Why spend the money
updating your own system when you can
strong-arm your vendors into providing it
for you?
When GSA puts out a solicitation it asks
responders to provide to the government
the best prices they offer their commercial customers. Based on these bids, they
select the vendors they want to do business with, and in recent history it has been
those who have offered the lowest prices.
Once the vendors are selected they sign
contracts with the government that states
they will offer the prices quoted to government customers.
Today, however, we have a situation where
GSA is now breaking those contracts and
deciding what the average price of an item
is and requiring vendors to drop their prices even lower. This should not be GSA’s
CONTINUED on page 31 >>
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role and it’s why making it possible for
vendors to sell to the federal government
is so important.
Competition will weed out those vendors
whose prices are too high. Once you sign
a contract with GSA you are required to
honor that agreement, but GSA can decide not to do the same if, on its own, it
decides your prices are now too high.
That’s not right. Instead, GSA needs to let
competition be the deciding factor on what
a vendor ends up selling its products for.
A second concern for me is the way this
new rule would push more small businesses out of the market, a trend we are already
seeing from implementation of the FSSI.
We have already seen a drastic drop in
the number of GSA Schedule 75 holders
due to GSA closing Schedule 75 in 2010
and from many independent dealers not
receiving FSSI awards.
If this rule is implemented I believe it will
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cause even more independents to leave
the federal marketplace. It’s just one more
way for GSA to put a stranglehold on a
small business’s ability to do business
with the federal government.
We are already at a tipping point for a lot
of small businesses who say GSA’s continued efforts to force them to drop their prices for products where margins are already
thin is going to mean fewer vendors for the
government to buy from in the future.
You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
see that fewer vendors will mean higher
prices down the road for the government.
Vendors will know that they are the only
game in town and will be able to get higher prices above what they would normally
charge if there was real competition.
NOPA is planning to submit comments to
GSA in opposition to this proposed rule and
would urge everyone involved in the independent dealer channel to do the same.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

We would like to create an industry wide
letter stating our concern for what GSA
is proposing. We believe if GSA wants to
achieve real long-term savings it should
throw out its outdated playbook and begin to look to industry as real partners.
We have solutions to help. We just need
someone to listen.
Our basic point: We need more competition, not less and GSA should be collecting its own data instead of pushing unfunded mandates onto small businesses
just because they do not want to spend
the money.
As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory
affairs, Paul Miller is the association’s government
advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller
represents NOPA and dealer interests before the
U.S. Government and key states; insisting on a
level playing field in contracting for independents
and protecting office products dealers’ business
against misguided government proposals. For more
information, visit www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
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By Stephanie Vozza

It’s no great secret that the healthcare market is
one that offers growth and opportunity. An aging
population, increased access to care, the rising
incidence of chronic diseases, advancements in
technology and product innovation are combining
to create a market that has been growing faster
than overall GDP for a while now and most forecasts call for it to stay that way for the foreseeable future.
INDEPENDENT DEALER spoke with six office
supply dealers who’ve found success within the
healthcare market. Each shared with us their
reasons for including healthcare organizations in
their client mix and highlighted how they make
this type of client work for them.
CONTINUED on page 35 >>
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VISUAL PRIVACY AUDIT:

HEALTHCARE
Questions and answers to determine the need for privacy protection
MONITORS AND LAPTOPS

TABLETS AND MOBILE DEVICES

Q

Q
Are patient health records, also called PHI (Protected Health
Information), displayed on the screen?

Do any of your personnel use mobile devices to access patient
records and PHI?

YES
Q

YES
Q

Is the computer in a location where unauthorized people are
present or could potentially walk by and view information on
the screen?

Are the mobile devices ever used in public or other areas where
unauthorized people can possibly view the device screen?

OR
Is the computer located by a window or other location where
unauthorized people can view the screen?

YES
A
We recommend you apply a 3M Privacy Screen Protector
to your tablet or smartphone or a 3M Easy-On Privacy Filter
to your tablet.
™

YES

™

A
We recommend you apply 3M Privacy Filters to your displays
to help protect your clients’ data and your company.
™

3M Privacy Filters safeguard sensitive data on your screen by blocking visual hackers from side views
and can be a crucial part of your data protection.
™

WHAT DATA MAY BE SEEN?
•

NOTE:

Patient health records

3M Privacy Filters and Screen Protectors
are compatible with many common
disinfectants used in healthcare.
™

• Protected Health Information (PHI)
• Anything viewed on-screen in an unsecured location
• Payment Card Information (PCI)
• Personally Identifiable Information (PII)

3M Visual Privacy Solutions
for laptops, monitors and
mobile devices

VISUAL PRIVACY AUDIT:

HEALTHCARE
WHERE IS PRIVACY NEEDED?
•

Waiting rooms

• Nurse stations and check-in monitors
• Patient records and billing
• Devices for mobile employees and executives
• Scheduling stations
• Open areas
• Computers-On-Wheels (COWs)
• Offices near windows

Vulnerable
screens

Visual
hackers

Employees

PRIVACY SOLUTIONS
3M Privacy Filters are an affordable, easy-to-implement first line of
defense for helping protect your patients’ data and your facility’s future.
™

•

Viewers get 60° crisp, clear viewing from the front

•

From the side, onlookers only see a darkened screen

3M Privacy Filters help provide
up to 120° of privacy protection.
™

lt e r

P riv

P ri v a c y F i

a c y F ilt e r

Zone of privacy protection

AVAILABLE FOR
LAPTOPS, MONITORS
AND MOBILE DEVICES

3M is a trademark of 3M.
© 3M 2015.
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Find Your Niche

from anybody.”

In Chattanooga, Tennessee, COS Business Products &
Interiors has been selling products to healthcare companies
throughout its 74-year history. Owner Skip Ireland says their
main focus is large group practices headquartered in their
local market.
“I found out that the more complex the sale or the more
variables in account, the better it is for us,” says Ireland. “We
look for accounts that need special service in the way they
require an invoice, delivery, and website ordering. The more
sophisticated the practice, the more valuable we become.”
Healthcare represents 8% to 10%
of COS Business Products &
Interiors’ business, a number that
has remained steady. The company
doesn’t have a group purchasing
contract nor does it piggyback off
of any group or dealer contracts,
but Ireland says he doesn’t need to
for the types of clients he serves.

For dealers who are considering getting into the healthcare
market, Ireland says it helps to find a segment at which you
can excel.
“If we walk into an office where they’ve already got a national
contract, there is nothing I can do,” he says. “We lead with
non-OP categories, knowing sometimes office products
represent their smallest spend. We’ve found success with
other segments of their business, such as managed print. It’s
a good niche for us.”

Take Advantage of
Contracts
Friends Business Source dabbled in the healthcare market
for years, prospecting and cold calling local companies, but
when the Findlay, Ohio-based independent was awarded a
Premier contract in April 2013 it changed everything.

Consolidation in the healthcare
industry, however, is affecting Ireland’s ability to market, “Individual physicians are joining groups, groups are being acquired by hospitals and hospitals are being consolidated by
major chains,” he says. “Many of them are becoming parts
of larger groups so they can concentrate on medicine. As a
result, there are not near as many independent practitioners
as there used to be.”
All sales reps at COS can service the company’s healthcare
accounts, but Ireland says he has one rep who spends about
75% time of his time in the healthcare arena.
Ireland finds that healthcare clients have the same issues as
other businesses and use a lot of the same products. COS
also has a managed print services division, and Ireland says
it has been a big plus selling to healthcare facilities.
When it comes to competition, Ireland says the big box
stores dominate his area. “They’re set up to do small offices,” he says. “I’ve got to be much more selective in the type
of medical customers that I solicit. I need them to buy a
cross-section of products and spend $500 to $1000 a month.
I need the person to require service and the more locations
they have the better. The practice has to be sophisticated in
its needs; if it’s just about selling stuff, they can buy online

Premier is one of the largest Group Purchasing Organizations
in the healthcare space, and a portal to some 3,400 U.S.
hospitals and 110,000 other healthcare providers.
“We had been running into facilities that were mandated to
use a GPO,” says Betsy Hughes, vice president of sales.
“The Premier contract now allows us to go after all healthcare
facilities. It’s a license to hunt.”
Friends focuses on surgery centers, physicians’ offices,
urgent care, acute and non acute providers.
“We’re having a lot of success in all areas but the acute care
arena was surprising for us,” says Hughes. “We thought our
sweet spot as an independent dealer would be non-acute
but we are finding that acute care facilities are tired of playing
games with their suppliers. They want transparency, a partner
to manage through their
changes and someone
who will help reduce
costs. They want
someone who will free
them up to focus on
patient care and patient
outcome.”
CONTINUED on page 36 >>
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Being awarded the Premier contract gave
Friends instant clout with the GPO’s members. “They don’t just hand out contracts,
says Hughes. “We had to go through a thorough vetting process.”

Marry Modern
Technology with
Old-School Service

Two years into the contract, Friends now does
25% of its supplies business with healthcare facilities and the percentage is growing,
Hughes reports. The company also uses the
contract to serve facilities in other areas by
working through dealers in those cities.

For more than 20 years, Rogards Office Plus in Champaign,
Illinois, has been servicing acute care facilities and large clinics. While some of their clients are direct through Rogards’
own programs, CEO Chad Hoffman says his company also
assists Friends with its Premier contract.

“ We are working on several opportunities right
now,” she says. “More physician offices are
being purchased by large integrated delivery
networks, and these entities all work with
contracts.”
Hughes says her company has been well received by Premier
members. “Customers want honesty and transparency and
independent dealers provide that,” she says. “They also like
that we provide local service and local flair.”
While all of the company’s sales reps can approach and sell
to healthcare companies, Friends has a healthcare sales
“champion” who works with Hughes to target the market.
“It’s helpful to have someone who understands that market
and the lingo,” says Hughes.
For dealers who are considering entering this vertical,
Hughes says she can’t encourage them enough. “It’s a lucrative segment of the business that is not going away,” she
says. “We don’t want other dealers thinking they can’t land
this business—they can. Take the time to learn and understand this part of the business. I didn’t wake up one day understanding healthcare; I did my research. If you don’t have
the time, find a person in your organization who is up for a
challenge. It’s not as difficult as people think; it’s very much
like a commercial account. Once you know and understand
the GPO, there’s business to be had.”

“It’s been a nice bump for us over the last year,” he says. “It’s
solidified our healthcare business.”
Access to the contract recently helped Rogards land a large
regional hospital: “We had already sold furniture to them and
they told us if we got the Premier contract, to come back,”
Hoffman recalls. “They wanted to buy from us but they also
wanted to maximize their rebates. Getting access to the
contract was a match made in heaven. We still did a price
comparison, but it was our
level of service that won
the day in the end. We
were excited when we got
that.”
Hoffman says healthcare
represents more than 10%
of his overall business,
a number he expects to
grow with Premier access. In fact, he says the
biggest change he’s seen in this vertical is the importance of
GPOs.
“There is more and more consolidation in healthcare,” he
says. “The smaller companies that you used to be able to
approach directly now must adhere to new rules.”
Consolidation has also changed how Rogards serves its
healthcare clients, with each new account requiring something different, says Hoffman.
CONTINUED on page 37 >>
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“Traditional businesses are a little more standard in terms of
their expectations,” he says. “It seems like hospitals in our
market have a lot of variations. Some want desktop versus
dock delivery. Some want the ability to order on a website,
while some want to check prices online and fax or email
orders.”
Rogards’ biggest competitor in healthcare is Staples: “Our
greatest asset is our service proposition,” says Hoffman. “If
our customer wants their delivery up 10 flights of stairs, we’ll
do it. We work on our tech side to meet their
needs and partner with them on a modern level,
but we service them old school.”

Suburban works healthcare into its fold using an outside
appointment-setting partner. Bourret says they’ve contacted doctors’ offices, rehabilitation facilities and elder care
centers.
“We’ve had some pretty good success,” he says. “It has
made us realize we don’t need to be quite so picky about
who we go after.”
Suburban Stationers recently signed up a healthcare company with four practices. “That was a great win for us,” says
Bourret. “They could spend close to $100,000 a
year not including jan/san.”
Part of the challenge in the healthcare industry is
their payment terms, says Bourret.

Hoffman says healthcare is a growing market
that he believes just about every dealer should
investigate.

“They may not pay in 30 days like typical manufacturing companies do,” he says. “But if we
want to play on this field, this is something we
need to make accommodations for and make
adjustments where appropriate. It’s amazing
how much they spend in supplies; they turn out
to be a great customer!”

“As people are aging they go to the doctor
more,” he says. “It’s just a no brainer in a declining office supply market. You can’t ignore this
category. I believe going forward, it should be a
requirement, and we anticipate gaining additional facilities.”

Suburban Stationers doesn’t hold a contract and isn’t piggybacking off any others; instead, the company goes after
facilities that don’t require contracts for their supply needs.

Be Willing to Adapt
While Suburban Stationers doesn’t have a strong amount
of healthcare in its sales portfolio—between 5% and 10%,
reports CEO Jeremy Bourret—the Middletown, Connecticut-based independent isn’t shying away from it as it did in
the past.
“We’ve realized any potential office product sale, regardless
if it’s healthcare, legal or anything else, is something we
need to approach,” he says. “Each needs to be considered
equally.”

Bourret says the biggest opportunity in the healthcare field
isn’t office products, toner and paper; it’s the janitorial supplies.
“I don’t see this type of client being any different from our
other accounts at all,” says Bourret. “In the past, our company shied away from healthcare companies, thinking they were
different, but in reality, once you get in there and understand
their needs, they’re just like any other customer. Figure out
their pain points and work from there.”
Bourret recommends that other dealers move into healthcare.

CONTINUED on page 38 >>
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“Don’t be closed minded and don’t be scared of the requirements,” he says. “We had a lot of preconceived opinions,
but the dollars they spend is substantial. A lot of facilities
are open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, so they are
consuming supplies twice as fast as a typical manufacturing
company. Call on any opportunities and be prepared to make
adjustments. The benefits can be huge in terms of dollars.”

“When we land a hospital, it’s all about maintaining a relationship even when they’re not buying with us,” he says. “When
they become frustrated with their big box provider, they will
turn to somebody else. In healthcare—just like elsewhere—
relationships matter and when the opportunity comes up, the
sales reps who consistently stop by and check in are going
to get it.”

Build Relationships

Address the Big Boxes

Officewise Furniture and Supply in Amarillo, Texas has been
selling to the healthcare market since 1980. Executive vice
president Tommy Sansom says his company focuses on
hospitals using various contracts available through dealer
groups and other independents.

Smith & Butterfield has been selling to the healthcare market
for more than half a century. The Evansville, Indiana-based
dealer sells through AOPD’s Premier contract and custom
contracts with other clients based on their usage needs.

“Our business is segmented into two areas: contract
furniture and supplies,” says Sansom.
“Healthcare represents about 20% of
what we sell, and that is increasing due
to supply contracts that allow us to compete very well
against big boxes. We’ve always had contracts, but it’s
only within the last four to five years we’ve had them for
the supply side.”
Access to supply contracts brought Officewise two recent
successes that Sansom says will significantly grow supply
sales. He believes his company has been successful due to
offering quality service.
“When we win a hospital, price is an important piece, but
we get the opportunity to talk to them because they told us
service from the big box guys was disappointing,” he says.
“That lack of service opens the door and
gives us a chance.”
Of Officewise’s 20 sales people, five focus
on healthcare. Sansom this vertical is
different from other clients in that hospitals
require credentialing of his employees. Another difference is that hospitals require EDi
capabilities.
Healthcare can be a market with a long selling cycle, says
Sansom, particularly the hospital sector, and sales reps have
to be consistent in being visible even when customers are
not buying anything.
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“The ability to offer the Premier contract through AOPD has
secured our position with organizations that want to comply
within their own buying group requirements and that definitely creates a positive for us,” says Teri
Barnes, assistant division manager. “The
wide spectrum of products we offer is also
a positive.”
Barnes says all of Smith & Butterfield’s representatives sell
to the healthcare market and the company gets a foot in the
door through its printing, office supplies, data, and furniture.
While healthcare represents 10% of its sales, this number
has grown by at least 5% in the last year.
Like any other industry, the healthcare market is looking to
reduce expenses and Barnes says this makes having access
to a Premier contract even more important.
“Our main competition is the elephant in the room: Depot/
Staples,” she says. “The big boxes can also sell Premier and
it is our responsibility to get the customer to understand how we can help them
control costs by allowing them to manage their overall procurement process
more efficiently. If you’re buying a box
of paper clips that is going to materials
management to be checked in and then
distributed to the correct department
rather than going straight to where it
is needed, then the time and staff just
increased the cost of that paper clip.”
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The Digital
Marketplace
Demands
Elite Sales
Professionals
By Jeff Gardner
The business products industry is
at a major crossroads caused by is
a significant shift in how business
consumers purchase office products. The
culprit: the big, bad Digital Marketplace.
Everybody is talking about it. But what
is it? And what does it mean to those
of us who are out there selling business
products?
I decided to do what any good article
writer would do and googled “Digital
Marketplace.” After a couple of deadend searches, I found this definition: a
virtual, online environment that allows
individuals or firms to conduct business
electronically.
Please note, there’s no mention of
salespeople in that definition. So the
question is raised: If our customers are
conducting business electronically, what
is the role of the salesperson?
The digital marketplace is transforming
the role of the salesperson and resellers
must be aware of these changes to
adapt successfully. According to leading
research organization Gartner, by 2020
85% of business transactions will be
executed without human interaction.
There are currently 18 million salespeople
in the U.S., a number that is projected to
shrink to 4 million due to the expansion
of digital technologies. While this number
may turn out to be slightly inflated, it is
undeniable that there will be a significant
shift in how we sell in the near future.
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Five Ways to Win in the
Digital Marketplace
1. B
 ecome a value-building
solutions provider.
	First, the salesperson must shift his
or her mindset and role to become a
solutions provider who creates value
for their customers, rather than a
provider who merely manages transactions. Office product sellers must
begin to develop their knowledge and
understanding of how businesses
and organizations run at every level.
If a seller is able to help a business
improve profitability or improve operations, he or she will never be replaced
by a website and can guarantee job
security.

2. U
 tilize revenue intelligence
tools.
	Powerful analytic tools help sales
professionals make more effective
sales calls. These tools deliver relevant sales opportunities directly to the
eyeballs of sales professionals. They
can find gaps and opportunities for
product categories the customer may
not be buying and can spot customers
who are drifting towards a competitor.
Resellers need to utilize data to truly
understand customers and opportunities.

3. Embrace micromarketing.
	Instead of sending the same message
to all customers for a promotion or
product offering, micromarketing is all
about focus. By focusing marketing
campaign efforts on specific target
INDEPENDENT DEALER

segments, resellers can maximize
saturation of existing customers.

4. Use technology to sell.
	Digital outside sellers are using tablets
with customers and prospects to create on-demand business reviews and
product analysis reports. Some sellers
are now using tablets for presenting
solution proposals using multiple
media channels. More and more office
product vendors are providing videos
explaining the value of their products,
a unique way to provide more dynamic
content as part of the sales process.

5. Acknowledge the value
sales professionals provide
to the business.
	Customers must appreciate and recognize the value managers and sales
teams provide to their organization. A
fundamental way to do this is by providing resellers with valuable industry
training, which recognizes the importance of their skills to the organization’s success. Resellers should invest
in their teams to gain the skills and
knowledge needed to remain relevant
and grow for the future.
As the industry continues to shift, it’s important that resellers adjust and change
their techniques and approach to better
position themselves as a solutions provider and valuable asset for the success
of their customers.
Jeff Gardner is founder and president of the
Maximum Performance Group, a sales and sales
management training organization. For more
information, visit www.maximumperformancegroup.
com or call 847-202-1705.
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Lessons from the Back Seat of Cab:
What Every Sales Professional Needs to Know!
By Tim Wackel
Question: What could a simple cab ride
have to do with becoming a better sales
professional?
Answer: Almost everything!
After landing at O’Hare recently on my
way to a sales workshop presentation and
gathering my gear, I headed curbside to
grab a cab. I’ve probably done this drill
a hundred times but today was different.

As we hit the open road, I quickly discover
that this driver has one foot planted on the
accelerator and the other on the brake.
Smooth is definitely not a word in his
driving vocabulary. I had actually thought
about buying a cup of coffee in baggage
claim. It’s a good thing I didn’t because I
would be wearing most of it by now.

Lesson #2: Have great skills.

My cab pulled up and the driver gets out,
walks around to the trunk, takes one look
at my gear (think 50-pound case filled
with camera, tripod, microphone and my
meeting materials) and just grunts at me.
Immediately, I feel like I’ve done something to offend him.

Too many sales reps believe that their
selling skills are better than they really
are. When was the last time someone
gave you honest feedback on your
sales skills? A better question: When
was the last time you asked for feedback?

Feeling guilty, I help him wrestle my bag
into his already jam-packed trunk. He
slams the trunk lid shut as I sink into the
back seat feeling embarrassed that I actually have luggage.

I honestly believe this cabbie thought
he was a good driver. After all, why
become a cab driver if you can’t drive?
Truth be known, his skills were awful.
How are yours?

Lesson #1: Be likeable.
We all have bad days. I understand
that. But when you’re dealing with
customers, you need to put on your
game face. How hard would it have
been for the driver to offer a warm
greeting? A simple smile would have
gone a long way.
Very few people go to work every day
trying to be unlikable, but do your
customers really like you? Do they
feel good about themselves when you
are around?
As we pull out of O’Hare I tell the cabbie that I need to go to the Marriott in
Schaumburg. He simply nods and rolls
down the windows as we head towards
the freeway.
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As we continue our journey I notice the
inside of his cab looks like something out
of a horror movie. I don’t expect a room at
the Ritz but I do believe you can throw out
trash, sweep out dirt and wipe drool off of
the windows!

Lesson #3: Take pride in
everything that you do.
Take a hard look at your email signature, voice mail greeting, handwritten
notes and all other customer touch
points. It’s easy to get complacent.
Challenge yourself to step up and find
the “drool” in your organization.
Twenty minutes outside of O’Hare the cab
driver turns and asks me if I know where
the hotel is. I reply that I want to go to the
Schaumburg Marriott. He says he’s not
sure exactly where it is.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Lesson #4: Be knowledgeable.
Selling professionals need to be
knowledgeable about their products,
customers, market, industry and competition. We are the resource that our
customers look to for advice. It is our
responsibility to know where we are. If
you’re not knowledgeable, don’t take
someone for a ride!
We finally figure out where we’re going but
the cab grinds to a crawl as traffic starts
getting heavy. It’s a warm, humid day in
Chicago so I ask if we could roll up the
windows and turn on the air.
Without missing a beat, the driver says
no. I understand you burn more gas running the AC, but I’m guessing my tip will
more than compensate. Now I find myself
trapped in a dirty, hot cab that is being
driven by a grouch with a barely developed sense of direction.

Lesson #5: Above all, take
care of the customer.
Cab drivers get tips, sales reps get
commissions. If your livelihood depends on customers (and your job
does), then you, your manager and
your organization all need to be committed to taking care of them. I can
promise you that if you don’t, someone
else will!
Tim Wackel is a veteran sales trainer and
founder and president of The Wackel Group,
a training and consulting firm dedicated to
helping organizations find, win and keep
customers for life. To learn more, visit
www.timwackel.com.
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How to Handle the ‘Try-Out’ Order
By Troy Harrison
“Okay, we’ll give you a shot.” Is there any phrase
that can give a salesperson such joy and exultation, while at the same time striking fear in his
heart? When we hear those words, we know
that we’re about to receive a ‘try-out’ order. The
‘try-out’ order is all high stakes. High risk and
high reward. Here are five “must-do’s” to
handle the try-out order successfully
and get off to a good start with your
new customer:

• Understand the situation.
You already know a try-out order
is stressful for you but it is just
as stressful for your customer. It
means a change to the status quo
and part of your job as a salesperson is to help the customer manage any stress that might bring.

• Get the team on the same page.
Most likely, you’re not the only one involved in creating a positive result for the
customer. It is essential to get everyone
on the team on the same page and singing from the same songbook.
 elp your team understand the importance
H
of making this first order an absolutely
amazing, exceed-all-expectations experience for the customer. Of course, we want
all of the customer’s orders to be that way,
but without excellence on the try-out, the
rest won’t happen.

• Manage expectations BEFORE the
sale, not after. The worst thing you can
do is to attempt to manage the customer’s
expectations post-sale. This once happened
to me. I was purchasing a marketing program
and the salesperson was off-the-hook excited about the success we were going to have.
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smacks of bait-and-switch and we don’t do that in
ethical selling.

• Be present as much as possible. On a try-out
order, you should be involved as much as possible.
In the example mentioned above, the salesperson did a full handoff as soon as I sent the check.
While that might not have been his intent—he was
accessible afterward—it did lead to the issues with
managing expectations.

• Communicate, communicate, communicate. The customer should know exactly what will
happen, when it will happen, and how it will happen—and the customer should be communicated
with at every stage of the fulfillment.
	A customer left hanging is a customer who has a
chance to get angry or annoyed—and that’s where
buyer’s remorse sets in.

• Be on time, every time. Timing—as in promptness and meeting deadlines—will never be as
important as it is on the first order. Make sure that
you meet every deadline and if you can’t, let the
customer know why BEFORE the deadline hits,
not after.

• Celebrate the success. After you hit all your
marks on the first order, you absolutely must celebrate the successful order TWICE: once with your
internal team, and once with your customer. Celebrating with your internal team builds relationships
and goodwill with a key resource. Celebrating with
your customer allows you to start building toward
the next order.
Winning the first order can be difficult, because there
are so many moving parts involved. It’s tempting to
just put the order through your normal process, but
you have to avoid that temptation. You can always
move back to your normal process later but if you
don’t excel on the try-out, it’s not going to matter.

	Then came the conference with the implementation team. Its leader spent most of his time
dialing back that excitement. When I expressed
my alarm, he said, “Hey, I’m just trying to manage
your expectations.” I told him that I’d rather cancel
the order. Managing expectations past the sale

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and a speaker,
consultant, and sales navigator who helps companies build more
profitable and productive sales forces. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for his
weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com,
or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.
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